
Apostrophes 

 
Contraction/omission 

This is for when 2 words have been combined into 1 and where some 

letters have been missed out. This often occurs with modal verbs. The 

apostrophe shows these missing letters. 

e.g. Could not → couldn’t 

 

1. Write the contracted forms of these words: 

a. should have 

b. may have 

c. have not 

d. might not 

e. it is 

f. I am 

g. we are 

h. may not 

i. they have 

j. we have not 

k. we had  

l. we would have 

m. should not have 

n. I would not 

have 

 

Think of at least 5 of your own examples. 



Singular possession 
This is for when a single “something” owns (or possesses) something 

else. To show this, we just add an apostrophe and an S (even if it 

ends in s) 

e.g. The dogs which belong to the girl → the girl’s dogs 

The pen which belongs to Chris→ Chris’s pen 

 

There are some exceptions: Jesus = Jesus’ ; Moses = Moses’  

Just think about whether you pronounce the extra s 

 

 We can also use possessive pronouns to show possession. 

e.g. The dogs which belong to the girl → her dogs 

 

1. Write these phrases out – placing the apostrophe in the 

correct place: 

a. the horses head 

b. the sharks fins  

c. the cats owners  

d. the lorrys tyres  

e. the babys rattl  

f. Williams uncle 

g. Octopuss tentacles 

h. Charless sister

2. Write these phrases out using an apostrophe to show 

possession: 

a. The bag belonging to the 
girl 

b. A cat belonging to the boy 

c. The goats belonging to the 
farmer 

d. The wheels belonging to the 

bus 

e. A finger belonging to a hand 

f. 8 sheep belonging to Jess

 



Plural possession 
This is for when more than on of “something” owns (or possesses) 

something else. To show this, if the noun ends in s, we just add the 

apostrophe after the S. If the noun doesn’t end in S, we add an S 

after the apostrophe (the one exception is its – which is used to avoid 

confusion with it is → it’s). 

 

e.g. The dogs which belong to the girls → the girls’ dogs 

The ball which belongs to the children → the children’s ball 

 

 We can also use possessive pronouns to show possession. 

e.g. The dogs which belong to the girls → their dogs 

 
 

3.  Write these phrases out using an apostrophe to show possession: 

a. The bag belonging to the girls 

b. A cat belonging to the boys 

c. The goats belonging to the 
farmers 

d. The toys belonging to the 
children 

e. The books belonging to the men 

f. The shoes belonging dolphins 

g. The wheels belonging to the 

buses 

h. A finger belonging to a hands 

i. 8 sheep belonging to the Jesses 

(more than 1 Jess). 

j. The armadillos belonging to them 

k. The hamster belonging to more 

than one wolf 

l. The chimneys belonging to more 

than one roof 

m. The archway belonging to it 

n. The mother belonging to more 

than one baby 

o. More than one baby belonging to 

more than one mother 
p. The armour belonging to more 

than one octopus  

 
 


